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Getting Started 

1. To get started, login to your Ocean account at https://ocean.cognisantmd.com and select the eForms 
tab. 

2. You can find and edit any form using the Search bar or you can create a new form by selecting Create 
New Form (See screenshot below). 

 

 

 

 

 

Creating a New Form 
1. Select Create New Form. You will be asked to agree to the licence terms. Select I Agree to continue. 

2. Name your form.  

3. This will open the Form builder window. You are now ready to get started.  

4. Choose either Add Item or Add Section.  

 

Add Item:  A single question. 

Add Section:  A group of related items or questions that include a header. Sections are used to 
visually define and separate areas on a form. When building a multi-page form, 
Sections are used to define a page.  
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Understanding Form Structure 

Most forms follow a basic format using items within sections as displayed in the diagram below. If you are 

creating a short, simple form, you can use items without a section. For more complex forms that include 

formulas, sections are recommended.  

 

Adding an Item – Menu Overview 
When you select Add Item, you will be provided with a menu similar to the one displayed below in the 

screenshot below.  The basic options include a General tab, a Note Formatting tab, and a Scripting and More 

tab. 
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General Tab  

The general tab is used to select the type of question or item you are adding and to update the text or question. 

 
Ocean provides a wide range of question types and items that can be added to a form. The table below provides 
an overview of each option. 
 

No/Yes 
No/Yes/Not Sure 

Shows the caption plus yes/no/not sure buttons. 

Checkbox 
A simple checkbox. Good for lists of symptoms. Tip: use no/yes type if 
you need to distinguish “no” from “unchecked”. 

Text field, text field 
(numeric only), text area 

Text responses. Minimize use on tablets as much as possible. “Area” 
allows multi-line responses. 

Menu/Menu Allowing 
Multiple Selections 

Drop-down menu or collection of buttons. Use the “choices” tab to add 
menu choices. 

Label For any read-only text. Good for instructions, consent form text, etc. 

Date Shows a calendar control. 

Approximate Date/ 
Approximate Duration 

Presents menu of suitable choices. Use a hint to limit range. 

Picture Displays an image file. You can upload the image in the editor. 

Numeric Scale 
Can be used for simple numeric scales, visual/analog scales, Likert 
scales, etc. More on this next. 

Formula 
A special item that calculates an expression to generate a number or 
string. Used for scores, generating hyperlinks in generated notes, etc. 

Diagram 
Special kind of section that requires a single picture item and a number 
of checkboxes that Ocean will overlay on top.  

Caption:  Where you put the question / label. 

Type:  This drop-down menu provides you with a list of possible question format options.  
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Menu Choices Tab  

When you select Menu (a drop-down menu allowing only one selection) or Menu Allowing Multiple Selections 

(a series of buttons that allows multiple selections) as your question format, an additional tab called “menu 

choices” will automatically appear. The diagram below displays the functionality of each option. 

 

 

Note Formatting Tab 

The note-formatting tab allows you to customize the way that the clinical note will appear in the chart. The 

image below provides you with an overview of the options contained in this section.  
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Using Keywords 

Keywords allow you to insert a piece of data from the patient object (usually from the EMR) into a caption, to 

prepopulate a field, or as part of a note.  To see a list of available keywords, simply type @ and the menu will 

appear in the editor.  

• Caption example: “Dear Samantha” for clinic policy 
• Prepopulate field example: First Name: @ptFirstName 
• Note generation example: “She smokes two packs per day” 
• Prepopulate field example: “@ptHeShe smokes two packs per day 

 

Using EMR Fields 

This section links an item to update a corresponding field in the EMR. For example, if you want to ask a patient 

to confirm their street address: 

• Use a text area item 
• Prepopulate the field with the keyword @ptAddress 
• Set the EMRField to “address”  

Scripting Tab 

The  Scripting and More tab provides a series of more advanced functions, including the ability to show or hide 

sections, include or omit parts of the clinical note, calculate scores and codify tablet behavior. An explanation of 

the fields in this section follows. 

 
 

Item reference: 

This allows you to name your items. You will want to name your items if you wish to hide them under certain 

conditions or if you are using them in formulas. 

Study export column header:  

When using a form for Ocean Studies, this field allows you to define how the column headers will appear when 

the date is exported as an xls file.  

Field validation:  

Use this field to force answers to questions by selecting “non-empty”. You can also dictate the type of answer 

(e.g., email address, postal code etc.).  
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Show this field if / Make Note if: 

Use this to show or hide items (or make a clinical note) depending on answers to previous questions or other 

patient information (e.g., male versus female).  See examples below. 

Formula: 

If you have selected formula as your question type, you will enter your formula here.  See examples below. 

 

Adding a Section – Menu Overview 

When you add a section, the menu options are similar those in the add item menu. Key differences are 

highlighted below.  

 

EXAMPLES:  SHOW THIS FIELD IF  

• Display a question to patients that meet a specific demographic: If you are creating a general 

health assessment form and you want to ask about the possibility of pregnancy, you can choose 

to show this field to female patients only [show this field if: pt.isFemale()]. 

• Display a question to people who respond to a question in a particular way: To determine if a 

smoking cessation counseling. You could ask the patient whether or not they smoke (no/yes) 

[item reference  = smoking]. If the answer is yes, you can show the next question about whether 

or not they are interested in quitting (no/yes) [show this field if smoking.r == ‘Y’]. When using 

this field, please note that .p refers to that item’s point value (numeric), whereas .r refers to that 

item’s response choice (e.g., “N” for no, “Y” for yes).  

EXAMPLES: FORMULA 

• Generating a total score: For example, if you are using the PHQ-9 questionnaire, you can add all 

of your questions to a section and then get the sum of all of the scores [ScriptUtil.sum(phq9Q)]. 

• See more examples: See Appendix A for more information on formula scripting. 
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General Tab  

The General Tab provides the following two options: 
• The Caption field allows you to enter a heading or label that will appear at the top of the section. 

Section headers appear in a larger, bolded font and can be used to clearly differentiate sections on a 
form page or to act as a page header (when using the multi-page form option).  

• The Section Style allows you to change the background color to white or grey. You also have 
the option of adding a border. 

Note Formatting Tab 

This is very similar to the Note Formatting tab for adding an item. Full features are described in the diagram 

below.  

 

Scripting Tab 

The functions under this tab are the same as those for adding an item. Please see page 7 for more information.   
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Action Menu 

The Action menu allows you to control some of the form’s more advanced features. You will find the action 

menu in the top right corner of the eForm editor. The action menu contains a variety of features. This guide will 

cover the two most used features, Form Properties and eForm Actions.  

 

Form Properties 

The Form Properties menu includes three tabbed sections: General; Form Memory & Data Storage; and 

Sharing & Licensing. This section of the guide will display each of these sections with a brief explanation of the 

features available. 

 
General 
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Form Memory & Data Storage 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Sharing & Licensing 

FORM MEMORY EXAMPLE: Displaying a smoking screen once a year 

• Enable the form memory so that Ocean knows whether or not the patient completed a form this year 

• Alternatively, you can use form memory based on a script expression. Commonly used script 

expressions include: RememberIf, daysSinceLastCompleted, firstTime, etc. 

• Default is always false! 
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Eform Actions 

Eform actions allow you to use scripting to show another form based on a patient’s answers to the current 

form.  

For example: You wish to display the suicidal ideation form when a patient responds that they have thoughts of 

self-harm on the PHQ-9.  

Select eForm actions from the PHQ-9 form. Enter the expression si.p != 0 [where si is your item reference and 

p. !=0 means that the answer is not equal to 0]. You would then search for the suicidal ideation form under 

Form ref. 

 

 
Editing an Existing Form 

You can search for an existing form in our form library by typing in the search bar. You can also search for forms 

created by other sites by using our View Shared Forms feature. Forms from our library as well as shared forms 

are fully customizable.  

 

1. Once you have identified the form that you wish to modify, click on the form name to open the form 
options and select Edit (see the screenshot below). 

2. Click Customize Form and I Agree to agree to the Ocean License terms . You can now start editing the 
form using the directions on pages 5 to 15.   
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Helpful eForm Formatting Tips 

Using HTML to apply formatting styles 

You can use simple HTML tags in captions to make parts bold, underlined or italicized 

• For example "this <b>word</b> will appear bold, these <i>two words</i> will appear italicized and 

these <u>last words</u> will appear underlined." 

Including messages or simple text 

Use "labels" for messages (not section captions, which are bolded automatically and can be overwhelming). 

Adding blank space within forms 

You can add additional white space before or after items by inserting a blank line. 

 
 
Adding blank space between notes 

You can also set up forms to add space between clinical notes by selecting Note Formatting on the eForms tab. 

 

 

 

 
Once you are finished, don’t forget to save your form. 

If you need any additional information, please visit our support portal at 
support.cognisantmd.com. You can also send us an email at info@cognisantmd.com 
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Appendix A - Formula Scripting 

Generating a simple average is straightforward if you can always assume a fixed number of answered questions 

(e.g., if you require a response to all questions).  

For example, for five questions with refs “q1”, “q2” etc., your formula would look like this: (q1.p + q2.p + q3.p + 

q4.p + q5.p) / 5 

However, it gets a bit trickier if you only want to count a question when it’s answered. Using the above example, 

if q3 was left blank, you would only want to only divide by 4. That means you need to calculate the denominator 

by adding 1 for each answered question.  

This is what your new formula would look like: 

(q1.p + q2.p + q3.p + q4.p + q5.p) / (q1.r != ” ? 1 : 0) + (q2.r != ” ? 1 : 0) + (q3.r != ” ? 1 : 0) + (q4.r != ” ? 1 : 0) + (q5.r 

!= ” ? 1 : 0)  

The “.r” is the literal response, so q1.r == ” means the answer is blank, q1.r == ‘N’ is “No”, q1.r == ‘Y’ is “Yes”. The 

statements (q1.r != ” ? 1 : 0) are javascript shorthand for saying “use 1 if q1.r isn’t empty; otherwise use 0”. 
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Appendix B - Basics of Java Script 
• == means equals* 

•  != means not equals* 

•  || means 'or' 

•  && means 'and' 

•  >, >=, <, <= are the comparators that you'd expect 

•  Brackets control order of execution 

•  A period (.) indicates a property of something 

•  Case matters 

Script Variables 

Variable Description Example Expression 

pt The ScriptPatient object with age, 
sex, etc. 

pt.isMale() && pt.getAge() >= 55 

daysSinceLastCompleted The number of day since the patient 
last complete this form 

daysSinceLastCompleted > 365 

firstTime Whether or not the patient has ever 
completed this form 

firstTime 

lastCompletedTag A string “remembered” by the form 
last time it was completed 

lastCompletedTag.indexOf('myStri
ng') != -1 

 

ScriptUtil Functions 

Function Description Example Expression 

sum, max, min Returns the sum/max/min of point 
values in the section 

ScriptUtil.sum(section1Ref) > 10 

countAnswersMatching, 
countAnswersWithPointsEqualTo 

The number of answers matching 
the value or point value in the 
specified section 

ScriptUtil.countAnswersMatching(
mySection,'other') > 0 

percentComplete Returns a number between 0 and 
100 representing the number of 
completed items in a section 
(including nested sections) 

ScriptUtil.percentComplete('nutriS
TEPQs') == 100 

getKeyword Provides access to any keyword. 
Used for CPP access and a ‘catch-all’ 
for access to patient information. 

ScriptUtil.getKeyword('@ptClinicD
oc') == 'John Smith' 

getResponse Provides access to an answer 
provided on a previous EForm in the 
same session. 

ScriptUtil.getResponse('mySmokin
gScreenForm','isCurrentSmoker') 
== 'Y' 

 


